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Overview
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◼ Some general reflections on compact technical devices

◼Equivalent, better, cheaper or just different?

◼… and so what about compact NMR?

◼ Possible benefits of compact NMR in the industrial context

◼ Process control and compact NMR: a promising match

◼ Looking beyond chemical shifts and couplings

◼ A wishlist for the future



Some general considerations on compactness
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◼ Making tools is one of the core competences of Homo sapiens

◼ Last decades have seen a huge progress in tools and instruments

available to mankind

◼ Trends to higher performance, higher precision and compactness

◼ Diversification of instruments with respect to different purposes



A 19th century water-driven wheelsaw
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Stott Park, Lake district UK. Picture by R. Saffert



A 1930s electrical wheelsaw
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◼ Driven by huge electrical

motor using belt transmission

technology from water-driven

sawmill

◼ Large working table, no integrated

positioning and guiding aids

Picture „stolen“ from ebay



Wheelsaws today
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◼ More compact motor in all machines

◼ Designed for different purposes

◼ Overall footprint of machine for

most traditional application has

not changed that much due to

working environment

Source: bauhaus.info

Source: gk-modellbau.de

Source: bauhaus.info

Source: ulmer-kunststoffteile.de



Now back to NMR…
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Source: Lego



NMR… the old days …
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Varian EM360 60 MHz cw-NMR
Source: wisc.edu.



NMR… the growing of magnets (and fields) …
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Source: jst.jp

• Drive to better performance

• Centralized installation, investment cost and spatial footprint of minor relevance

• Operated by dedicated personnel

• Total cost of ownership increased with field



NMR… the shrinking of consoles…
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Source: ims.ucon.edu (Bruker DMX 400)

Source: tecmag.com

Source: nanalysis



NMR… the shrinking of computers and storage …
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Source: 

digital-archeology.org

DPD-1 with 9216 Bytes working memory!



NMR… the shrinking of magnets …
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Enabled by the same technological breakthroughs in permanent magnets

that helped to shrink electrical motors: 

From Ferrites via AlNiCo (not shown) to rare earth magents

Tons kgs



NMR… stuff that never changed much…
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Source: dragossurplus@ebay

Source: tomco

Dealing with classical (high power) 

energy flows (thermal or electrical).

Not a problem while instruments were

much larger anyway…
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Possible applications of compact NMR in the

industrial context
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◼ In-house access to NMR at greatly reduced TCO and spatial footprint

◼Save cost for external measurements

◼Get results much faster

◼Eliminate stability and safety concerns during shipping



So no external high-field NMR any more?

Most likely not…
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◼ … however much more targeted selection of samples …

◼Cross-validation 

◼Second tier studies of samples with unexpected spectral features

in compact NMR

◼ Consistence between routine method and second tier method, samples

directly compatible with both methods

◼ Bringing more NMR to you at a competitive price instead of eliminating

external NMR cost completely



Possible applications of compact NMR in the

industrial context
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◼ In-house access to NMR at greatly reduced TCO and spatial footprint

◼Save cost for external measurements

◼Get results much faster

◼Eliminate stability and safety concerns during shipping

◼ … and if you already have a high-field NMR available?

◼Bring NMR closer to an individual lab (and thus eliminate transfer times

for faster feedback and ability to study rapidly changing samples)

◼Reduce routine pressure on high-field NMR lab

◼Bring NMR to remote sites (save shipping cost and time)

◼Bring NMR into process control

–Lab

–Pilote plant

–Production



Spectral resolution as a challenge
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◼ Different field dependence of parameters in NMR spectra

◼ Increasing spread of chemical shifts

◼Coupling and homogeneous line broadening not field-dependent



Spectral resolution as a challenge
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◼ Different field dependence of parameters in NMR spectra

◼ Increasing spread of chemical shifts

◼Coupling and homogeneous line broadening not field-dependent

Simulated spectra for

glyceryl trioleate @

300 MHz and 60 MHz

(Source: Parker et al. 20014)



Spectral resolution as a challenge
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◼ Different field dependence of parameters in NMR spectra

◼ Increasing spread of chemical shifts

◼Coupling and homogeneous line broadening not field-dependent

◼Less space available for fully separated lines

◼Need for novel evaluation approaches



Spectral resolution as a challenge
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◼ Different field dependence of parameters in NMR spectra

◼ Increasing spread of chemical shifts

◼Coupling and homogeneous line broadening not field-dependent

◼Less space available for fully separated lines

◼Need for novel evaluation approaches

◼ Higher concentration of analyte due to lower sensitivity needed

◼Possibly shorter relaxation times (and thus broader lines) due to higher

viscosity of sample solutions



Spectral resolution as a challenge
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◼ Different field dependence of parameters in NMR spectra

◼ Increasing spread of chemical shifts

◼Coupling and homogeneous line broadening not field-dependent

◼Less space available for fully separated lines

◼Need for novel evaluation approaches

◼ Higher concentration of analyte due to lower sensitivity needed

◼Possibly shorter relaxation times (and thus broader lines) due to higher

viscosity of sample solutions

Best fitted for samples with limited number

of components



Sensitivity as a challenge
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◼ Higher concentration of analyte due to lower sensitivity needed

◼Larger sample quantities may be challenging in HTS or bio applications

◼Absolutely no issue in industrial production applications



Sensitivity as a challenge
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◼ Higher concentration of analyte due to lower sensitivity needed

◼Larger sample quantities may be challenging in HTS or bio applications

◼Absolutely no issue in industrial production applications

◼ Quantifying low signals increasingly challenging in presence of overlapping

lines

◼Well known base composition helps, e.g. to make optimal use of indirect

hard modelling (IHM) 



Process control: a good fit with compact NMR
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◼ Contrated analyte solutions due to aim for yield

◼ Analyte quantities no issue

◼ Known target composition, excellent basis for IHM
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Definitely not simple but

straightforward

Source: chem.pitt.edu
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Definitely not simple but

straightforward

Seems simple but can

be taken to much bolder

applications by craftsmanship

Source: chem.pitt.edu
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Definitely not simple but

straightforward

Seems simple but can

be taken to much bolder

applications by craftsmanship

Purpose-designed accesories

may help as well

Source: chem.pitt.edu

Source: hitoiro.info



Process control: a good fit with compact NMR
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◼ Contrated analyte solutions due to aim for yield

◼ Analyte quantities no issue

◼ Known target composition, excellent basis for IHM

◼ Very promising proof-of-principle studies involving various reactions close

to ambient conditions, partially also cross-validated against high-field NMR



Cross-validation: example
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• Both IHM and PLS-R 

with excellent correlation

to classically evaluated

high-field NMR spectra

• Work done at BAM in 

Michael Maiwald‘s group



Process control: a good fit with compact NMR
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◼ Contrated analyte solutions due to aim for yield

◼ Analyte quantities no issue

◼ Known target composition, excellent basis for IHM

◼ Very promising proof-of-principle studies involving various reactions close

to ambient conditions, partially also cross-validated against high-field NMR

◼ Development and validation of components needed to take compact NMR

closer to real processes:



Process control: a good fit with compact NMR
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◼ Contrated analyte solutions due to aim for yield

◼ Analyte quantities no issue

◼ Known target composition, excellent basis for IHM

◼ Very promising proof-of-principle studies involving various reactions close

to ambient conditions, partially also cross-validated against high-field NMR

◼ Development and validation of components needed to take compact NMR

closer to real processes:

◼Explosion-proofing



Explosion-proofed housing built with Gönnheimer
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Zone 1 Class IIC T4 (i.e. usable up to 135 °C)

Instrument equipped with flow-through cell for process control housed inside intrinscally

safe „second barrier“ tube. Application to combustible analytes possible.

Clear advantage for compact instruments in 

explosion-protection housing.



Process control: a good fit with compact NMR
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◼ Contrated analyte solutions due to aim for yield

◼ Analyte quantities no issue

◼ Known target composition, excellent basis for IHM

◼ Very promising proof-of-principle studies involving various reactions close

to ambient conditions, partially also cross-validated against high-field NMR

◼ Development and validation of components needed to take compact NMR

closer to real processes:

◼Explosion-proofing

◼High-pressure (e.g. to avoid foaming)



Proof-of princible experiments under pressure
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◼ Prerequisite for many 

reactions.

Depressurization usually no 

option due to foaming issues

◼ Testing campaign at BASF 

with several flow cells made 

from PEEK-based tubing 

materials

◼ Testing setup at ambient temperature with manually operated spindle 

press

Bachelor thesis P. Buhl, HS Mannheim



Proof-of princible experiments under pressure
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◼ Similar slope for all spectral

lines

◼ Linear dependence of 

relaxation rate on pressure

Longitudinal relaxation rates of ethanol lines

under pressure



Proof-of princible experiments under pressure
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◼ Similar slope for all spectral

lines

◼ Linear dependence of 

relaxation rate on pressure

◼ Poorer correlation with square 

of pressure (i.e. no compression 

effect)

Longitudinal relaxation rates of ethanol lines

under pressure



Proof-of princible experiments under pressure
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Zéberg-Mikkelsen et al. 2005

◼ Similar slope for all spectral

lines

◼ Linear dependence of 

relaxation rate on pressure

◼ Poorer correlation with square 

of pressure (i.e. no compression 

effect)

◼ Main effect: viscosity

Longitudinal relaxation rates of ethanol lines

under pressure



Proof-of princible experiments under pressure
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◼ Old Guinea pig reaction: The Keto-Enol Equilibrium of Acetoacetate 

under High Pressure (Noble 1960 JACS 82 5253)

Below literature values due to residual 

water (after flushing cell with 5-fold 

sample volume)



Process control: a good fit with compact NMR
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◼ Contrated analyte solutions due to aim for yield

◼ Analyte quantities no issue

◼ Known target composition, excellent basis for IHM

◼ Very promising proof-of-principle studies involving various reactions close

to ambient conditions, partially also cross-validated against high-field NMR

◼ Development and validation of components needed to take compact NMR

closer to real processes:

◼Explosion-proofing

◼High-pressure

◼High temperature (e.g. to avoid precipitation issues)



Temperature challenges
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◼ Many reactions in organic chemistry at elevated temperatures beyond

rare earth magnet Curie temperature



Temperature challenges
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◼ Many reactions in organic chemistry at elevated temperatures beyond

rare earth magnet Curie temperature

Thermal decoupling between „magnet world“ and 

„reaction world“ is absolutely crucial



Temperature challenges
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◼ Many reactions in organic chemistry at elevated temperatures beyond

rare earth magnet Curie temperature

Thermal decoupling between „magnet world“ and 

„reaction world“ is absolutely crucial

◼ „Big bore“ system with 12,5 mm working diameter offers space for insertion

of (non-metalized) Dewar type insulation. 

Experience with vacuum glazing suggests achievable U-values of 0,5 

W/Km2, corresponding to heating power of about 0,2 W for 100 K 

temperature difference. 

◼ May still need additional decoupling by air flow at magnet temperature

around Dewar (need for compact and stable air heating system)



Example reaction: Chlorination of octanol
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Temperature: 90°C

Precipitation below

45°C

Much better line quality in large-bore

magnet with flow-through samples at 

45°C compared to insertion of pre-

sampled tubes at 90°C into standard

bore system despite nominally higher

signel/noise ratio

Z.J. Lim, T. Böhringer, S. Abstmeyer, F. Leinweber, S. Arenz



Example reaction: Chlorination of octanol
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Z.J. Lim, T. Böhringer, S. Abstmeyer, F. Leinweber, S. Arenz
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Reaction under addition of 

triarylphosphinoxide (TPPO) 

as a catalyst: fully finished 

After 5 h



Enhancing the application space of compact NMR
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◼ Fourier space 2D spectra

◼ Identifying neighbourhood

relations within spectrum

◼ Disentangling overlapping

lines

◼ Main feature that made high-field

NMR the most versatile structure

elucidation tool



Enhancing the application space of compact NMR
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◼ Fourier space 2D spectra

◼ Identifying neighbourhood

relations within spectrum

◼ Disentangling overlapping

lines

◼ Main feature that made high-field

NMR the most versatile structure

elucidation tool

◼ Time-consuming with many

encoding steps along second

time axis



Enhancing the application space of compact NMR
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◼ Sorting chain length distributions out of NMR spectra difficult even in high-

field NMR

◼ Combining spectra with dynamic informations may help

◼Relaxation times

◼Diffusive attenuation



Enhancing the application space of compact NMR
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◼ Sorting chain length distributions out of NMR spectra difficult even in high-

field NMR

◼ Combining spectra with dynamic informations may help

◼Relaxation times

◼Diffusive attenuation

Need for additional hardware

(temperature control, gradients)



Making dynamically weighted compact NMR happen
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◼ Pronounced temperature depencence (Arrhenius law!) of both relaxation

times and diffusion coefficients



Making dynamically weighted compact NMR happen
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◼ Pronounced temperature depencence (Arrhenius law!) of both relaxation

times and diffusion coefficients

Need for compact temperature-control accesories

for compact NMR including thermal decoupling

solutions to protect the magnet



Making dynamically weighted compact NMR happen
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◼ Pronounced temperature depencence (Arrhenius law!) of both relaxation

times and diffusion coefficients

Need for compact temperature-control accesories

for compact NMR including thermal decoupling

solutions to protect the magnet

◼ Diffusion-weigthing needs gradient pulses



Making dynamically weighted compact NMR happen
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◼ Pronounced temperature depencence (Arrhenius law!) of both relaxation

times and diffusion coefficients

Need for compact temperature-control accesories

for compact NMR including thermal decoupling

solutions to protect the magnet

◼ Diffusion-weigthing needs gradient pulses

Need for compact gradient amplifyers and gradient

coils adapted to restricted space and magnetic peculiarities

of permanent magnets



Why is compactness so important?
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◼ Really staying benchtop

◼ Easy moving between different sites of use

◼ Explosion protection: easier integration into process environment with

smaller volume for cabinet

◼ Electromagnetic shielding of instrument (again smaller cage volume) 



Enhancing the application space of compact NMR
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◼ Sorting chain length distributions out of NMR spectra difficult even in high-

field NMR

◼ Combining spectra with dynamic informations may help

◼Relaxation times

◼Diffusive attenuation

◼Need for novel data evaluation strategies

(e.g. inclusion of sets of spectra with

different relaxation or diffusion weighting

within one chemometric evaluation or

evaluation of difference spectra caclulated

from different weightings)

Need for additional hardware

(temperature control, gradients)



Enhancing the application space of compact NMR
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◼ Sorting chain length distributions out of NMR spectra difficult even in high-

field NMR

◼ Combining spectra with dynamic informations may help

◼Relaxation times

◼Diffusive attenuation

◼Need for novel data evaluation strategies

(e.g. inclusion of sets of spectra with

different relaxation or diffusion weighting

within one chemometric evaluation or

evaluation of difference spectra caclulated

from different weightings)

Need for additional hardware

(temperature control, gradients)

Not yet available due

to focus for high-field

NMR on directly

resolved peaks.



Hyperpolarization NMR in process studies –

more than an arctic pipe dream?
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Zhitvonitko et al 2012



Hyperpolarization NMR in process studies –

more than an arctic pipe dream?
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Zhitvonitko et al 2012

●Remote-detection experiment involving

flow-through catalytic reactor system

●Hyperpolarisation of parahydrogen success-

fully passed on to added protons in propane

molecule

●Signal enhancement by about 100  



Hyperpolarization NMR in process studies –

more than an arctic pipe dream?
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Zhitvonitko et al 2012

●Remote-detection experiment involving

flow-through catalytic reactor system

●Hyperpolarisation of parahydrogen success-

fully passed on to added protons in propane

molecule

●Signal enhancement by about 100  

Sensitivity in hyperpolarization-

NMR less field-dependent than

in conventional NMR. 

Good quality spectra achievable

due to very compact detection coil.



A wish list at the end

Vendors:  

◼ Provide magnet systems and compact temperature

control solutions for stable operation in wide range

◼ Provide compact gradient solutions for

diffusion weighting

◼ Explore hyperpolarization pipe dreams

High-field NMR community: 

◼ Explore synergism with compact NMR

NMR software providers:

◼ Offer tools for automated peak assignment between standard and compact
NMR

Low-field NMR community:

◼ Explore novel evaluation tools for data sets beyond single spectra
◼ Team up with big data community for this end
◼ Jointly develop craftsmanship

Also opens up the

physics side of the

educational market
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